MA302, Fa07 Assignment Info

1. **LATE HW**: homework may be turned in late, but will be docked 5 points for each SCHOOL day its
turned in late (by 5PM). For example, turning it in on Friday counts as -5, on Monday another -5
points. If you turn in a portion of the assignment late, you’ll be docked 10% the points that portion
is worth.

2. **REDOs**: You may not get help from each other on this, but you may ask me.

   You have the same opportunity to redo one portion of an assignment. In other words, one of your
problems (e.g., the entire #2, even if it has multiple parts, counts as one problem), when turned in,
can be treated as a “rough draft” if needed. The redo will be due in the class (week) following the
week the corrected assignments were handed out. You must resubmit what is asked (calling the files
different names, like `hw_2_1 redo`) and turn in the sheet that I handed back with your scores. You may
get up to the full credit the problem was worth.